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Introduction

The CompTIA Network+ exam has become the leading introductory-level network certifica-
tion available today. Network+ is recognized by both employers and industry giants such as
Microsoft and Novell as providing candidates with a solid foundation of networking concepts,
terminology, and skills. The Network+ exam covers a broad range of networking concepts to
prepare candidates for the technologies they are likely to be working with in today’s network
environments.

This book is your one-stop shop. Everything you need to know to pass the exam is in here.
You do not have to take a class in addition to buying this book to pass the exam. However,
depending on your personal study habits or learning style, you might benefit from buying this
book and taking a class.

Exam Preps are meticulously crafted to give you the best possible learning experience for the
particular characteristics of the technology covered and the actual certification exam. The
instructional design implemented in the Exam Preps reflects the task- and experience-based
nature of CompTIA certification exams. The Exam Preps provide the factual knowledge base
you need for the exams but then take it to the next level, with exercises and exam questions
that require you to engage in the analytic thinking needed to pass the Network+ exam.

CompTIA recommends that the typical candidate for this exam have a minimum of nine
months of experience in network support and administration. In addition, CompTIA recom-
mends that candidates have preexisting hardware knowledge such as CompTIA A+ certifica-
tion.

How This Book Helps You
This book takes you on a self-guided tour of all the areas covered by the Network+ exam and
teaches you the specific skills you need to achieve your certification. The book also contains
helpful hints, tips, real-world examples, and exercises, as well as references to additional study
materials.

Organization
This book is organized by individual exam objectives. Every objective you need to know for
the Network+ exam is covered in this book. We present the objectives in an order as close as
possible to that listed by CompTIA. However, we do not hesitate to reorganize them where
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needed to make the material as easy as possible for you to learn. We also make the informa-
tion accessible in the following ways:

. The full list of exam objectives is included in this introduction.

. Each chapter begins with a list of the objectives to be covered.

. Each chapter also begins with an outline that provides an overview of the material and
the page numbers where particular topics can be found.

. The objectives are repeated where the material most directly relevant to it is covered.

Instructional Features
This book provides multiple ways to learn and reinforce the exam material. Following are
some of the helpful methods:

. Study and Exam Tips—Read this section early on to help you develop study and test-
taking strategies. This section provides valuable exam-day tips and information on the
exam.

. Objective explanations—As mentioned previously, each chapter begins with a list of the
objectives covered in the chapter.

. Study strategies—The beginning of each chapter also includes strategies for studying
and retention of the material in the chapter, particularly as it is addressed on the exam,
but also in ways that will benefit you on the job.

. Exam Alerts—These provide specific exam-related advice. Such tips might address
what material is covered (or not covered) on the exam, how it is covered, mnemonic
devices, or particular quirks of that exam.

. Review breaks and summaries—Crucial information is summarized at various points in
the book in lists or tables. Each chapter ends with a summary, as well.

. Key terms—A list of key terms appears at the end of each chapter.

. Notes—Notes contain various kinds of useful or practical information, such as tips on
technology or administrative practices, historical background on terms and technolo-
gies, or side commentary on industry issues.

. Warnings—When using sophisticated information technology, the potential always
exists for mistakes or even catastrophes to occur because of improper application of the
technology. Warnings alert you to such potential problems.

CompTIA Network+ Exam Prep, Third Edition
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. Sidebars—These relatively extensive discussions cover material that might not be
directly relevant to the exam but that is useful as reference material or in everyday
practice. In the Field sidebars also provide useful background or contextual informa-
tion necessary for understanding the larger topic under consideration.

. Exercises—Found at the end of the chapters in the “Apply Your Knowledge” section
and in the “Challenge Exercises” found throughout chapters, exercises are perform-
ance-based opportunities for you to learn and assess your knowledge.

Extensive Practice Test Options and Final Review
The book provides numerous opportunities for you to assess your knowledge and practice for
the exam. The practice options include the following:

. Exam questions—These questions appear in the “Apply Your Knowledge” section. You
can use them to help determine what you know and what you need to review or study
further. Answers and explanations for these questions are provided in a separate sec-
tion, titled “Answers to Exam Questions.”

. Practice exam—A practice exam is included in the “Final Review” section of the book.
Questions on this practice exam are written in styles similar to those used on the actual
exam. Use the practice exam to assess your readiness for the real thing. Use the exten-
sive answer explanations to improve your retention and understanding of the material.

. Fast Facts—This condensed version of the information contained in the book is useful
for last-minute review.

. MeasureUp—A CD-ROM from MeasureUp is included, and it offers even more prac-
tice questions for your study.

The book includes several other features, such as a “Suggested Readings and Resources” sec-
tion at the end of most chapters that directs you to additional information that can aid you in
your exam preparation and your real-life work. Valuable appendixes are provided as well,
including a glossary and a description of what is on the CD-ROM (Appendix A).

For more information about the exam or the certification process, refer to the CompTIA web-
site, at www.comptia.org/certification.

www.comptia.org/certification
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Network Hardware and Software
Requirements
As a self-paced study guide, Network+ Exam Prep, Third Edition, is meant to help you under-
stand concepts that must be refined through hands-on experience. To make the most of your
studying, you need to have as much background and experience as possible with both common
operating systems and network environments. The best way to do this is to combine studying
with work on actual networks. These networks need not be complex; the concepts involved in
configuring a network with only a few computers follow the same principles as those involved
in configuring a network that has hundreds of connected systems. This section describes the
recommended requirements you need to form a solid practice environment.

To fully practice some of the exam objectives, you need to create a network with two (or more)
computers networked together. To do this, you need an operating system. CompTIA main-
tains that the exam is vendor neutral, and for the most part it appears to be. However, if there
were a slight tilt in the exam questions, it would be toward Microsoft Windows. Therefore,
you would do well to set up a small network using a Microsoft server platform such as
Windows servers. In addition, you need clients with operating systems such as Windows Vista,
Linux, and Mac. When you really get into it, you might want to install a Linux server as well
because you are most certainly going to be working with it in the real world. The following is
a detailed list of the hardware and software requirements needed to set up your network:

. A network operating system such as Windows Server or Linux

. Client operating system software such as Windows XP, Mac OS X, or Linux

. Modern PC offering up-to-date functionality including wireless support

. A minimum 1.5GB of free disk space

. A CD-ROM or DVD drive

. A network interface card (NIC) for each computer system

. Network cabling such as Category 5 unshielded twisted-pair

. A two-port (or more) miniport hub to create a test network

. Wireless devices

It’s easy to obtain access to the necessary computer hardware and software in a corporate busi-
ness environment. It can be difficult, however, to allocate enough time within the busy work-
day to complete a self-study program. Most of your study time will occur after normal work-
ing hours, away from the everyday interruptions and pressures of your regular job.

CompTIA Network+ Exam Prep, Third Edition
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Advice on Taking the Exam
More extensive tips are found in the “Study and Exam Preparation Tips” section, but keep this
advice in mind as you study:

. Read all the material—CompTIA has been known to include material that is not
expressly specified in the objectives. This book includes additional information that is
not reflected in the objectives, in an effort to give you the best possible preparation for
the examination—and for your real-world experiences to come.

. Complete the exercises in each chapter—They will help you gain experience in using
the specified methodology or approach. CompTIA exams may require task- and expe-
rienced-based knowledge and require you to have an understanding of how certain net-
work procedures are accomplished.

. Use the exam questions to assess your knowledge—Don’t just read the chapter content;
use the exam questions to find out what you know and what you don’t know. If you are
struggling, study some more, review, and then assess your knowledge again.

. Review the objectives—Develop your own questions and examples for each objective
listed. If you can develop and answer several questions for each objective, you should
not find it difficult to pass the exam.

Remember that the primary objective is not to pass the exam but to understand the material.
When you understand the material, passing the exam should be simple. Knowledge is a pyra-
mid; to build upward, you need a solid foundation. This book and the Network+ certification
are designed to ensure that you have that solid foundation.

Good luck!
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Ethernet Networking Standards

Objectives
This chapter covers the following CompTIA-specified objectives for the “Network Media and
Topologies” section of the Network+ certification exam:

2.6 Categorize LAN technology types and properties

Types:

. Ethernet

. 10BaseT

. 100BaseTX

. 100BaseFX

. 1000BaseT

. 1000BaseX

. 10GBaseSR

. 10GBaseLR

. 10GBaseER

. 10GBaseSW

. 10GBaseLW

. 10GBaseEW

. 10GBaseT

Properties:

. CSMA/CD

. Broadcast

. Collision

. Bonding

. Speed

. Distance
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Study Strategies
. Review the characteristics of the various network topologies, including their strengths and

weaknesses.

. Identify the features and functions of the IEEE 802 standards.

. Review the characteristics of 802.11 standards provided in each table listed in the chap-
ter.

. Identify which standards define copper and fiber cabling.

. Identify the function of signaling and access methods.
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Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, “Introduction to Networking,” a topology defines the structure of
a network, and network standards define how it works. As early as the 1970s, it was apparent
that networks were going to play a large role in future corporate environments. Many manu-
facturers saw the computing and network trend and became increasingly active in network
component development. These companies realized that for their products to work together,
standards would be necessary to ensure compatibility. The task of producing the standards fell
to an international body called the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

The IEEE developed a set of standards called the 802 project. These standards are still used
today, although there have been many changes and additions along the way. By using the stan-
dards defined by the IEEE, manufacturers can be sure that their products will work with prod-
ucts from other companies that adhere to the standards.

Some of the IEEE 802 standards define only certain technologies, whereas others, such as the
802.3 standard, define entire networking systems. The following are some of the most impor-
tant IEEE 802 standards:

. 802.1, bridging and management—Defines the systems for managing networks. 802.1
specifies technologies for making sure that the network is available to users and
responding to requests. It defines internetwork communications standards between
devices and includes specifications for routing and bridging.

. 802.2, the LLC sublayer—Defines specifications for the Logical Link Control (LLC)
sublayer in the 802 standard series.

. 802.3, CSMA/CD—Defines the carrier-sense multiple-access with collision detection
(CSMA/CD) media access method used in ethernet networks. This is the most popular
networking standard used today.

. 802.4, a token passing bus (rarely used)—Defines the use of a token-passing system on
a linear bus topology.

. 802.5, token ring networks—Defines token ring networking, also known as token ring
access.

. 802.6, metropolitan area network (MAN)—Defines a data transmission method called
distributed queue dual bus (DQDB), which is designed to carry voice and data on a
single link.

. 802.7, Broadband Technical Advisory—Defines the standards and specifications of
broadband communications methods.

. 802.8, Fiber-Optic Technical Advisory—Provides assistance to other IEEE 802 com-
mittees on subjects related to the use of fiber optics.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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. 802.9, integrated voice and data networks—Defines the advancement of integrated
voice and data networks.

. 802.10, network security—Defines security standards that make it possible to safely
and securely transmit and exchange data.

. 802.11, wireless networks—Defines standards for wireless LAN communication.

. 802.12, 100BaseVG-AnyLAN—Defines standards for high-speed LAN technologies.

For the Network+ exam and day-to-day real-life networking, some of these standards are more
important than others. This chapter primarily focuses on the 802.3 ethernet standards and
their characteristics, such as access methods (CSMA/CD), signaling type (baseband/broad-
band), their speeds, and the distances they support. Chapter 7, “Wireless Networking,” dis-
cusses 802.11 wireless standards.

Characteristics Specified in the IEEE 802
Standards
The IEEE standards specify the characteristics of the networking systems, including speed,
access methods, topologies, and media. Although you don’t need detailed knowledge of all
these IEEE standards in real-world applications, a general understanding of these standards
will be an asset.

Speed
Many factors contribute to the speed of a network. The standard defines the maximum speed
of a networking system. The speed normally is measured in megabits per second (Mbps),
although some faster network systems use gigabits per second (that is, Gbps, where 1Gbps is
equivalent to 1000Mbps).

Bandwidth The term bandwidth has become a gray area in the network world. In everyday use it some-
times describes the amount of data that can travel over a network connection in a given time period. This
is technically not accurate; that definition more closely defines data throughput. Bandwidth refers to the
width of the range of electrical frequencies, or amount of channels that the media can support. Bandwidth
correlates to the amount of data that can traverse the media at one time, but other factors determine what
the maximum speed supported by a cable will be.

NOTE
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Some networks are faster than others. For example, a token ring (802.5) network has a maxi-
mum speed of 16Mbps. Many ethernet networks (802.3 variants) now operate at 100Mbps and
far beyond. However, the maximum speed attainable on a network can be affected by many
factors. Networks that achieve 100% of their potential bandwidth are few and far between.

Access Methods
Access methods govern the way in which systems access the network media and send data.
Access methods are necessary to ensure that systems on the network can communicate with
each other. Without an access method, it would be possible for two systems to communicate
at the exclusion of every other system. Access methods ensure that everyone gets an opportu-
nity to use the network.

Several access methods are used in networks; the most popular are CSMA/CD, CSMA/CA,
and a distant third would be token passing. Other methods, such as demand priority are some-
times found as well. We’ll look at each of these access methods separately.

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) is defined in the IEEE 802.3
standard. CSMA/CD is the most common media access method because it is associated with
802.3 ethernet networking, which is by far the most popular networking system.

On a network that uses CSMA/CD, when a system wants to send data to another system, it
first checks to see whether the network media is free. It must do this because each piece of net-
work media used in a LAN can carry only one signal at a time. If the sending node detects that
the media is free, it transmits, and the data is sent to the destination. It seems simple.

Now, if it always worked like this, you wouldn’t need the CD part of CSMA/CD.
Unfortunately, in networking, as in life, things do not always go as planned. The problem aris-
es when two systems attempt to transmit at exactly the same time. It might seem like a long
shot that two systems will pick the same moment to send data, but we are dealing with com-
munications that occur many times in a single second—and most networks have more than two
machines. Imagine that 200 people are in a room. The room is silent, but then two people
decide to say something at exactly the same time. Before they start to speak, they check (lis-
ten) to see whether someone else is speaking; because no one else is speaking, they begin to
talk. The result is two people speaking at the same time, which is similar to a network colli-
sion.

Collision detection works by detecting fragments of the transmission on the network media
that result when two systems try to talk at the same time. The two systems wait for a random-
ly calculated amount of time before attempting to transmit again. This amount of time—a
matter of milliseconds—is known as the backoff.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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When the backoff period has elapsed, the system attempts to transmit again. If the system
doesn’t succeed on the second attempt, it keeps retrying until it gives up and reports an error.

EXAM ALERT
Contention CSMA/CD is known as a contention media access method because systems contend for
access to the media.

The upside of CSMA/CD is that it has relatively low overhead, meaning that not much is
involved in the workings of the system. The downside is that as more systems are added to the
network, more collisions occur, and the network becomes slower. The performance of a net-
work that uses CSMA/CD degrades exponentially as more systems are added. Its low overhead
means that CSMA/CD systems theoretically can achieve greater speeds than high-overhead
systems, such as token passing. However, because collisions take place, the chances of all that
speed translating into usable bandwidth are relatively low.

Equal access On a network that uses CSMA/CD, every node has equal access to the network media.

NOTE

Despite its problems, CSMA/CD is an efficient system. As a result, rather than replace it with
some other technology, workarounds have been created that reduce the likelihood of colli-
sions. One such strategy is the use of network switches that create multiple collision domains
and therefore reduce the impact of collisions on performance. See Chapter 3, “Networking
Components and Devices,” for information about using switches.

Table 6.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the CSMA/CD access method.

TABLE 6.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of CSMA/CD
Advantages Disadvantages

It has low overhead. Collisions degrade network performance.

Utilizes all available bandwidth Priorities cannot be assigned to certain nodes. 
when possible. Performance degrades exponentially as devices are added.

CSMA/CA
Instead of collision detection as with CSMA/CD, the Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) access method uses signal avoidance rather than detection.
In a networked environment, CSMA/CA is the access mechanism used in Apple’s LocalTalk
network and with the 802.11 wireless standards.
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On CSMA/CA networks, each computer signals its intent to transmit data signals before any
data is actually sent. When a networked system detects a potential collision, it waits before
sending out the transmission allowing systems to avoid transmission collisions. The
CSMA/CA access method uses a random backoff time that determines how long to wait before
trying to send data on the network. When the backoff time expires, the system will again “lis-
ten” to verify a clear channel on which to transmit. If the media is still busy, another backoff
interval is initiated that is less than the first. The process continues until the wait time reach-
es zero, and the media is clear.

CSMA/CA uses a broadcast method to notify its intention to transmit data. Network broad-
casts create a considerable amount of network traffic and can cause network congestion, which
could slow down the entire network. Because CSMA/CD and CSMA/CA differ only in terms
of detection and avoidance, they share similar advantages and disadvantages, as shown previ-
ously in Table 6.1.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards

EXAM ALERT
CSMA/CA in action The CSMA/CA access method uses a “listen before talking” strategy. Any system
wanting to transmit data must first verify that the channel is clear before transmitting, thereby avoid-
ing potential collisions.

Token Passing
Although token passing, defined in the IEEE 802.5 standard, was once a popular media access
method, the domination of ethernet networking has pushed it far into the background.
Although it might not be popular, it is clever.

On a token-passing network, a special data frame called a token is passed among the systems
on the network. The network has only one token, and a system can send data only when it has
possession of the token.

When the data arrives, the receiving computer sends a verification message to the sending
computer. The sender then creates a new token, and the process begins again. Standards dic-
tate how long a system can have control over the token.

One of the big advantages of the token-passing access method is the lack of collisions. Because
a system can transmit only when it has the token, no contention exists. Even under heavy load
conditions, the speed of a token-passing system does not degrade in the same way as a con-
tention-based method such as CSMA/CD. In a practical scenario, this fact makes token pass-
ing more suitable than other access methods for applications such as videoconferencing.

However, token passing does have drawbacks. The creation and passing of the token generate
overhead on the network, which reduces the maximum speed. In addition, the software and
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hardware requirements of token-passing network technologies are more complex—and there-
fore more costly—than those of other media access methods.

Topology
As discussed in Chapter 1, topologies dictate both the physical and logical layouts of the net-
work. Remember that topologies include bus, star, ring, mesh, and wireless. Each of the IEEE
LAN standards can be implemented by using the topology specified within the standard. Some
standards, such as 802.3 (ethernet), have multiple physical topologies but always use the same
logical topology.

Media
Each IEEE specification defines what media are available to transport the signal around the
network. The term media, which is the plural of medium, generically describes the methods by
which data is transported from one point to another. Common network media types include
twisted-pair cable, coaxial cable, infrared, radio frequency, and fiber-optic cable. See Chapter
2, “Media and Connectors,” for a detailed discussion of media types.

Differentiating Between Baseband and
Broadband Signaling
Two types of signaling methods are used to transmit information over network media: base-
band and broadband. Before we get any further into 802.3 standards we should clarify the dif-
ference between the two.

EXAM ALERT
Baseband and broadband Be prepared to identify the characteristics of baseband and broadband for
the Network+ exam.

Baseband
Baseband transmissions typically use digital signaling over a single wire; the transmissions
themselves take the form of either electrical pulses or light. The digital signal used in baseband
transmission occupies the entire bandwidth of the network media to transmit a single data sig-
nal. Baseband communication is bidirectional, allowing computers to both send and receive
data using a single cable. However, the sending and receiving cannot occur on the same wire
at the same time.
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Using baseband transmissions, it is possible to transmit multiple signals on a single cable by
using a process known as multiplexing. Baseband uses Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM),
which divides a single channel into time slots. The key thing about TDM is that it doesn’t
change how baseband transmission works, only the way data is placed on the cable.

Broadband
Whereas baseband uses digital signaling, broadband uses analog signals in the form of optical
or electromagnetic waves over multiple transmission frequencies. For signals to be both sent
and received, the transmission media must be split into two channels. Alternatively, two cables
can be used: one to send and one to receive transmissions.

Multiple channels are created in a broadband system by using a multiplexing technique known
as Frequency-Division Multiplexing (FDM). FDM allows broadband media to accommodate
traffic going in different directions on a single media at the same time.

802.3 Ethernet Standards
Now that you have learned about the characteristics defined by the IEEE standards, let’s exam-
ine the standards themselves. Make sure that you are completely familiar with the information
provided in each of the following sections before you take the Network+ exam.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards

Ethernet and baseband Ethernet networks use baseband transmissions; notice the word “base”—for
example, 10BaseT or 10BaseFL.

NOTE

EXAM ALERT
The 802.3 standards Pay special attention to the 802.3 standards. You can expect a question regard-
ing the characteristics of the various standards on the Network+ exam.

10Base2 coverage Even though it is not specifically stated in the CompTIA Network+ objectives, we have
included coverage on 10Base2 because there is still a chance that you will encounter it in the real world.
Also, you never know when CompTIA might choose to include 10Base2 as a wrong answer for a question
related to one of the other networking standards discussed in this section. When taking an exam, knowing
what something isn’t can be as useful as knowing what it is!

NOTE
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10Base2
10Base2, which is defined as part of the IEEE 802.3a standard, specifies data transmission
speeds of 10Mbps and a total segment length of 185 meters using RG-58 coaxial cable. The
10Base2 standard specifies a physical bus topology and uses Bayonet Neill Concelman (BNC)
connectors with 50-ohm terminators at each end of the cable. One of the physical ends of each
segment must be grounded.

What is base? When discussing network standards, the word base, as in 10Base2, defines that the
media can carry only one data signal per wire, or channel, at one time.

NOTE

10Base2 networks allow a maximum of five segments with only three of those segments pop-
ulated. Each of the three populated segments can have a maximum of 30 nodes attached.
10Base2 requires that there is a minimum of .5 meters between nodes. For the network to
function properly, the segment must be complete. With this in mind, the addition or removal
of systems on a 10Base2 network might make the entire network unusable.

Cable break The coax cable used in 10Base2 networks is prone to cable breaks. A break anywhere in the
cable makes the entire network inaccessible.

TIP

Coaxial and the 5-4-3 rule When working with ethernet networks that use coaxial media, the 5-4-3 rule
applies. The rule specifies that the network is limited to a total of five cable segments. These five segments
can be connected using no more than four repeaters, and only three segments on the network can be pop-
ulated.

NOTE

10BaseT
The 10BaseT LAN standard specifies an ethernet network that commonly uses unshielded
twisted-pair cable; however, in some implementations that require a greater resistance to inter-
ference and attenuation, shielded twisted pair (STP) can be used. STP has extra shielding to
combat interference.
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10BaseT uses baseband transmission and has a maximum physical segment length of 100
meters. As with the coaxial cabling standards, repeaters are sometimes used to extend the max-
imum segment length, although the repeating capability is now often built in to networking
devices used in twisted-pair networks. 10BaseT specifies transmission speeds of 10Mbps and
can use several categories of UTP cable, including Categories 3, 4, and 5 (all of which use RJ-
45 connectors). 10BaseT takes advantage of the multiple wires inside twisted-pair cable to cre-
ate independent transmit and receive paths, which means that a full-duplex mode can be
optionally supported. The maximum number of computers supported on a 10BaseT network
is 1,024.

All 10BaseT networks use a point-to-point network design, with one end of the connection
attaching to the network card and the other to a hub or switch. These point-to-point connec-
tions result in a physical star topology. See Chapter 3, “Networking Components and
Devices,” for information on the devices used in twisted-pair networks.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards

Cable types For more information on the STP and other forms of cabling, refer to Chapter 2, “Media and
Connectors.”

NOTE

Crossover cable You can link two 10BaseT computer systems directly, without the use of a hub, by
using a specially constructed crossover cable. Crossover cables are also sometimes used to establish
other same device connections, such as when connecting two hubs or two switches to create a larger net-
work.

NOTE

Table 6.2 summarizes the characteristics of the 10BaseT standard.

TABLE 6.2 Summary of 10BaseT Characteristics
Characteristic Description

Transmission method Baseband

Speed 10Mbps

Total distance/segment 100 meters

Cable type Category 3, 4, or 5 UTP or STP

Connector RJ-45
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Make or Buy?
During your networking career, you will most certainly encounter the debate about whether to crimp your
own twisted-pair network cables or buy them. The arguments for making cables always seem to hinge on
cost savings. The arguments against crimping cables are often much more solid. Purchasing cables from
a reputable maker ensures that the cables you install will work every time. The same cannot be said of
homemade cables. In addition, when you factor in the time it takes to make a cable or troubleshoot a
poorly made one, the cost savings are lessened. However, in some instances you’ll have no choice but to
make cables—for example, when specific cable length cables are desired.

10BaseFL
10BaseFL is an implementation of 10Mbps ethernet over fiber-optic cabling. 10BaseFL’s pri-
mary advantage over 10BaseT is that it can be used over distances up to 2 kilometers. However,
given the availability of other faster networking standards, such as 100BaseFX (discussed later),
you are unlikely to encounter many 10BaseFL implementations.

Fast Ethernet
There was a time when 10Mbps networks were considered fast enough, but those days are long
gone. Today, companies and home users alike demand more data throughput than is available
with 10Mbps network solutions. For such networks, Fast Ethernet is the most commonly used
network design. Fast Ethernet standards are specified in the IEEE 802.3u standard. Three
standards are defined by 802.3u: 100BaseTX, 100BaseT4, and 100BaseFX.

Fast Ethernet lingo Fast Ethernet is often referred to as 100BaseX, which also refers collectively to the
100BaseTX, 100BaseT4, and 100BaseFX standards.

NOTE

100BaseTX
100BaseTX is a Fast Ethernet networking design and is one of three 802.3u standards. As its
name suggests, 100BaseTX transmits network data at speeds up to 100Mbps, the speeds at
which most LANs operate today. 100BaseTX is most often implemented with UTP cable, but
it can use STP; therefore, it suffers from the same 100-meter distance limitations as other
UTP-based networks. 100BaseTX uses Category 5 UTP cable, and, like 10BaseT, it uses inde-
pendent transmit and receive paths and can therefore support full-duplex operation.
100BaseTX is without question the most common Fast Ethernet standard.
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100BaseT4
100BaseT4 is the second Fast Ethernet standard specified under 802.3u. It can use Category
3, 4, and 5 UTP cable, and it uses all four of the available pairs of wires within the cable, lim-
iting full-duplex transfer. 100BaseT4 is similar in other respects to 100BaseTX: Its cable dis-
tance is limited to 100 meters, and its maximum transfer speed is 100Mbps. 100BaseT4 is not
widely implemented, but it is sometimes used in environments where existing cable, such as
Category 3 cable, exists. In such a situation, you can use 100BaseT4 instead of replacing the
Category 3 cable with Category 5 UTP.
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Limited implementation 100BaseT4 is not a common implementation of Fast Ethernet. As a result, it is
not included in the CompTIA objectives for the Network+ exam.

NOTE

Repeaters Fast Ethernet repeaters are sometimes needed when you connect segments that use
100BaseTX, 100BaseT4, or 100BaseFX.

NOTE

100BaseFX
100BaseFX is the IEEE standard for running Fast Ethernet over fiber-optic cable. Because of
the expense of fiber implementations, 100BaseFX is largely limited to use as a network back-
bone. 100BaseFX can use two-strand multimode fiber or single-mode fiber media. The maxi-
mum segment length for half-duplex multimode fiber is 412 meters, but when used in full-
duplex mode over multimode fiber, distances can reach 2 kilometers. Using full-duplex single-
mode fiber, 100BaseFX can reach distances up to 10,000 meters. 100BaseFX often uses SC or
ST fiber connectors.

REVIEW BREAK

Fast Ethernet Comparison
Table 6.3 summarizes the characteristics of the 802.3u Fast Ethernet specifications.

TABLE 6.3 Summary of 802.3u Fast Ethernet Characteristics
Characteristic 100BaseTX 100BaseT4 100BaseFX

Transmission method Baseband Baseband Baseband

Speed 100Mbps 100Mbps 100Mbps
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TABLE 6.3 Continued

Characteristic 100BaseTX 100BaseT4 100BaseFX

Distance 100 meters 100 meters 412 meters (multimode, half duplex); 2 kilometers
(multimode, full duplex); 10,000 meters (single
mode, full duplex)

Cable type Category Category Fiber optic 5 or
UTP, STP 3, 4, 5 greater

Connector type RJ-45 RJ-45 SC, ST

Gigabit Ethernet
Fast Ethernet and the Fast Ethernet standards are still used today. However, in many modern
network environments, real-time applications and heavier network use means something faster
than Fast Ethernet and 100Mbps networking is required. This has led to the development of
Gigabit Ethernet.

Gigabit Ethernet describes the ethernet implementations that provide the potential for
1000Mbps (1 Gbps) bandwidth. Gigabit Ethernet standards are available that define the use of
both fiber- and copper-based media. The Gigabit standards include 1000BaseX and
1000BaseT.

1000BaseX
1000BaseX refers collectively to three distinct standards: 1000BaseLX, 1000BaseSX, and
1000BaseCX.

Both 1000BaseSX and 1000BaseLX are laser standards used over fiber. LX refers to long wave-
length laser, and SX refers to short wavelength laser. Both the SX and LX wave lasers can be sup-
ported over two types of multimode fiber-optic cable: fibers of 62.5 micron and 50 micron
diameters. Only LX wave lasers support the use of single-mode fiber. Information on the dif-
ference between the types of fiber-optic cable is given in Chapter 2.

At the end of the day, the differences between 1000BaseLX and the 1000BaseSX have to do
with cost and transmission distance. 1000BaseLX can transmit over 316 meters in half duplex
for both multimode fiber and single-mode fiber, 550 meters for full-duplex multimode fiber,
and 5,000 meters for full-duplex single-mode fiber. Although 1000BaseSX is less expensive
than 1000BaseLX, it cannot match the distances achieved by 1000BaseLX.

1000BaseCX moves away from the fiber cable and uses shielded copper wire. Segment lengths
in 1000BaseCX are severely restricted; the maximum cable distance is 25 meters. Because of
the restricted cable lengths, 1000BaseCX networks are not widely implemented. Table 6.4
summarizes the characteristics of Gigabit Ethernet 802.3z standards.
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TABLE 6.4 Summary of IEEE 802.3z Gigabit Ethernet Characteristics
Characteristic 1000BaseSX 1000BaseLX 1000BaseCX

Transmission method Baseband Baseband Baseband

Transfer rate 1000Mbps 1000Mbps 1000Mbps

Distance Half-duplex 275 meters Half-duplex 316 25 meters for both full-
(62.5 micron multimode fiber); meters (multimode duplex and half-duplex
half-duplex 316 meters and single-mode fiber); operations
(50 micron multimode full-duplex 550 meters 
fiber); full-duplex 275 (mulitmode fiber); 
meters (62.5 micron full-duplex 5000 
multimode fiber); full-duplex (single-mode fiber)
550 meters (50 micron
multimode fiber)

Cable type 62.5/125 and 50/125 62.5/125 and 50/125 Shielded copper cable
multimode fiber multimode fiber;

two 10-micron
single-mode optical
fibers

Connector type Fiber connectors Fiber connectors 9-pin shielded connector

1000BaseT
1000BaseT, sometimes referred to as 1000BaseTX, is another Gigabit Ethernet standard, and
it is given the IEEE 802.3ab designation. The 802.3ab standard specifies Gigabit Ethernet
over Category 5 UTP cable. The standard allows for full-duplex transmission using the four
pairs of twisted cable. To reach data transfer rates of 1000Mbps over copper, a data transmis-
sion speed of 250Mbps is achieved using Cat 5e or Cat6 cabling. Table 6.5 summarizes the
characteristics of 1000BaseT.

TABLE 6.5 Summary of 1000BaseT Characteristics
Characteristic Description

Transmission method Baseband

Maximum transfer rate 1000Mbps

Total distance/segment 100 meters

Cable type Category 5 or better

Connector type RJ-45

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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10 Gigabit Ethernet
In the never-ending quest for faster data transmission rates, network standards are always
being pushed to the next level. In today’s networking environments, that level is 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, also referred to as 10GbE. As the name suggests, 10GbE has the capability to pro-
vide data transmission rates of up to 10 gigabits per second. That’s 10,000Mbps, or 100 times
faster than most modern LAN implementations. There are a number of 10GbE implementa-
tions; this section explores the 10GBaseSR/SW, 10GBaseLR/LW, 10GBaseER/EW, and
10GBaseT standards highlighted in the Network+ objectives.

Designed primarily as a WAN and MAN connectivity medium, 10GbE was ratified as the
IEEE 802.3ae standard in June 2002. Many networking hardware manufacturers now market
10GbE equipment. Although 10GbE network implementations are very expensive, companies
such as ISPs that require extremely high-speed networks have been relatively quick to imple-
ment 10GbE.

10GBaseSR/SW
The IEEE 802.3ae 10 Gigabit Ethernet specification includes a serial interface referred to as
10GBaseS that is designed for transmission on multimode fiber. Two ethernet standards that
fall under the S category include 10GBaseSR and 10GBaseSW. Both SR and SW are designed
for deployment over short wavelength multimode fiber. The distance for both classifications
ranges from as little as 2 meters to 300 meters. The difference between the two classifications
is that SR is designed for use over dark fiber. In the networking world, dark fiber refers to
“unlit” fiber, or fiber that is not in use and connected to any other equipment. The
10GBaseSW standard is designed for longer distance data communications and connects to
Sonet equipment. Sonet stands for Synchronous Optical Network. It is a fiber-optic transmis-
sion system for high-speed digital traffic. Sonet is discussed in Chapter 8, “Wide Area
Networking.”

EXAM ALERT
Go the distance 10GBaseSR/SW is designed for LAN or MAN implementations, with a maximum dis-
tance of 300 meters using 50 micron multimode fiber cabling. 10BaseSR can also be implemented
with 62.5 micron multimode fiber cabling but is limited to 33 meters.

10GBaseLR/LW
The 10GBaseLR/LW ethernet standards offer greater distances by using single-mode fiber
rather than multimode fiber. Refer to Chapter 2 for a discussion of the differences between
single-mode and multimode fiber.
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Both the LR and LW standards are designed to be used over long-wavelength single-mode
fiber, giving it a potential transmission range of anywhere from 2 meters to 10 kilometers. This
transmission range makes the standards available for LAN, MAN, and WAN deployments. As
with the previous standards, the LR standard is used with dark fiber where the LW standard is
designed to connect to Sonet equipment.

10GBaseER/EW
For wide area networks that require greater transmission distances, the ethernet
10GBaseER/EW standards come into play. Both the ER and EW Gigabit standards are
deployed with extra long wavelength single mode fiber. This medium provides transmission
distances ranging from 2 meters to 40 kilometers. As with the previous two standards, ER is
deployed over dark fiber, whereas the EW standard is used primarily with Sonet equipment.
Table 6.6 outlines the characteristics of the 10GbE standards.

TABLE 6.6 Summary of 802.3ae Characteristics
Fiber 62.5 micron MMF 50 micron MMF SMF

SR/SW up to 33 meters 300 meters Not used

LR/LW Not used Not used 10 kilometers

ER/EW Not used Not used 40 kilometers

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards

EXAM ALERT
IEEE standards 10 Gigabit Ethernet is defined in the IEEE 802.3ae standard.

10GBASELX4 Providing a common ground between the 802.3ae standards is one known as 10GBaselx4.
It is a hybrid of the other standards in that it can be used over both single-mode and multimode fiber. In
application, the lx4 standard can reach distances ranging from 2 to 300 meters using multimode fiber and
anywhere from 2 to 10 kilometers using the single-mode fiber.

NOTE

10GBaseT
The final standard outlined in the Network+ objectives is the 802.3an ethernet standard. The
802.3an standard brings 10-gigabit speed to regular copper cabling. Although transmission
distances may not be that of fiber, it allows a potential upgrade from 1000-gigabit networking
to 10-gigabit networking using the current wiring infrastructure.
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The 10GBaseT standard specifies 10-gigabit transmissions over UTP or STP twisted-pair
cables. The standard calls for a cable specification of Category 6 or Category 6a be used. With
Category 6, the maximum transmission range is 55 meters, with the augmented Category 6a
cable, transmission range increases to 100 meters. Category 6 and 6a cables are specifically
designed to reduce attenuation and cross talk, making 10-gigabit speeds possible. 802.3an
specifies RJ-45 networking connectors. Table 6.7 outlines the characteristics of the 802.3an
standard.

TABLE 6.7 Summary of 802.3an Characteristics
Characteristic Description

Transmission method Baseband

Speed 10-gigabit

Total distance/segment 100 meters Category 6a cable

Total distance/segment 55 meters Category 6 cable

Cable type Category 6, 6a UTP or STP

Connector RJ-45
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Summary
Access methods are the methods by which data is sent onto the network. The most common
access methods are CSMA/CD, which uses a collision detection and contention method,
CSMA/CA, and token passing.

The IEEE defines several LAN standards, including 802.2 (the LLC layer), 802.3 (ethernet),
802.5 (token ring), and 802.11 (wireless). Each of these standards identifies specific character-
istics, including the network’s media, speed, access method, and topology.

This chapter focused on the 802.3 ethernet networking standards. Several sub-standards fall
under the 802.3 banner specifying different characteristics for network deployment. Each of
the 802.3 standards use the CSMA/CD access method. Of the ethernet standards, the 802.3ae
and 802.3an offer the greatest speeds. 802.3ae is the standard specifying 10-gigabit speeds over
fiber cable, whereas 802.3an offers 10-gigabit speeds over copper cabling.

Key Terms
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. Baseband/broadband

. Duplexing

. Ethernet

. 10BaseT

. 100BaseTX

. 100BaseFX

. 1000BaseT

. 1000BaseX

. 10GBaseSR

. 10GBaseLR

. 10GBaseER

. 10GBaseSW

. 10GBaseLW

. 10GBaseEW
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. Speed

. Distance

Apply Your Knowledge

Exercise

6.1 Network recommendations

Understanding the commonly used IEEE 802.3 networking standards is an important part of a network
administrator’s knowledge. It allows the administrator to understand the current network as well as plan
for future needs. In this exercise you are going to do just that.

You have been called in to make recommendations for an organization called ACME enterprises. Recently
ACME has seen huge growth in sales. ACME currently has a single office but needs to expand to include
two more offices around town.

Both branch offices will be about 5 to 10 kilometers away. ACME currently uses Category 5e cable and
wants to continue using its current infrastructure to save cost. ACME has asked for a detailed table out-
lining its network options.

Complete the following steps:

Step 1: Complete the following table to identify potential solutions for ACME.

Step 2: Write a simple report to ACME outlining your recommendations for their future network needs.
Explain why you are making the recommendation.

In the following table, some of the common standards are listed, but various pieces of information are
missing. Your task is to complete the table. You can check your answers against the information provided
in the solution table.
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Standard Speed Baseband or Media Maximum
Broadband Distance

1000Mbps UTP 100 meters

10Base2

50 micron multimode fiber 300 meters

1000BaseSX Single-mode fiber

40,000 meters

100Mbps UTP 100 meters

1000BaseCX

10GBaseSW

10GBaseLW

10GBaseEW

Solution Table
Standard Speed Baseband or Media Maximum

Broadband Distance

1000BaseT 1000Mbps Base UTP 100 meters

10Base2 10Mbps Base Thin Coax 185 meters

10GbaseSR 10Gbps Base 50 micron multimode fiber 300 meters

1000BaseSX 1000Mbps Base Single-mode fiber 5,000 meters

10GbaseER 10Gbps Base Single-mode fiber 40,000 meters

100BaseTX 100Mbps Base UTP 100 meters

Exam Questions
1. Which of the following 10 Gigabit Ethernet standards has the greatest maximum transmission dis-

tance?

❍ A. 10GBaseSR

❍ B. 10GBaseER

❍ C. 10GBaseLR

❍ D. 10GBaseXR

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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2. What kind of access method is CSMA/CD?

❍ A. Contention

❍ B. Demand priority

❍ C. Collision avoidance

❍ D. Token passing

3. Which of the following IEEE specifications does CSMA/CD relate to?

❍ A. 802.2

❍ B. 802.3

❍ C. 802.4

❍ D. 802.5

4. You need to connect two servers located 600 meters apart. You require a direct connection without
the use of signal regeneration. Which of the following ethernet standards would you employ?

❍ A. 10BaseT with Category 5e cable

❍ B. 100BaseT with Category 6 cable

❍ C. 100BaseT with Category 5e cable

❍ D. 100BaseFX

5. You have been called as a consultant for OsCorp. They currently have a network using Category 6
cable and need 10-gigabit network speeds. Which of the following statements are true?

❍ A. This is not possible with this cable.

❍ B. This is possible but with transmission distance limited to 100 meters.

❍ C. This is possible but with transmission distance limited to 55 meters.

❍ D. This is possible but with transmission distance limited to 155 meters.

6. You have been asked to develop the specifications for a new storage wide area network. The new
link will provide a direct connection between two office blocks 3,200 meters apart. The specifica-
tions call for the fastest connection possible using currently ratified standards. Which of the fol-
lowing 802.3 standards are you most likely to recommend?

❍ A. 100BaseFX

❍ B. 10GBaseER

❍ C. 10GBaseSR

❍ D. 10GBaseWR
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7. Which of the following standards can be implemented over multimode fiber with a transmission
range of 300 meters?

❍ A. 10GBaseSW

❍ B. 10GBaseEW

❍ C. 10GBaseLW

❍ D. 10GBaseRW

8. Which of the following ethernet standards is associated with 802.3an?

❍ A. 10BaseT

❍ B. 1000BaseTX

❍ C. 1000BaseT

❍ D. 10GBaseT

9. As a network administrator, you have been asked to recommend a networking standard that can
support data transfers of up to 100Mbps using the existing Category 3 cable and the CSMA/CD
access method. Which of the following best suits your needs?

❍ A. 100BaseTX

❍ B. 100BaseFX

❍ C. 100BaseVG-AnyLAN

❍ D. 100BaseT4

10. Which of the following standards are specified by 802.3u? (Select all that apply.)

❍ A. 100BaseFL

❍ B. 100BaseFX

❍ C. 100BaseTX

❍ D. 100BaseT4

11. Which of the following are associated with IEEE 802.3z? (Choose the three best answers.)

❍ A. 1000BaseLX

❍ B. 1000BaseCX

❍ C. 1000BaseBX

❍ D. 1000BaseSX

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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12. Which of the following media types offers the greatest distance?

❍ A. 10GBaseT

❍ B. 1000BaseCX

❍ C. 1000BaseT

❍ D. 10GBaseLW

13. What is the maximum transfer distance defined by the 1000BaseT standard?

❍ A. 250 meters

❍ B. 100 meters

❍ C. 1,000 meters

❍ D. 550 meters

14. Which of the following is an advantage of 100BaseFX over 100BaseTX?

❍ A. 100BaseFX is faster than 100BaseTX.

❍ B. 100BaseFX implementations are cheaper than 100BaseTX implementations.

❍ C. 100BaseFX can be implemented over existing Category 3 or 4 UTP cabling.

❍ D. 100BaseFX can be implemented over greater distances than 100BaseTX.

15. Which of the following standards can be implemented over copper cable? (Select two.)

❍ A. 1000BaseCX

❍ B. 1000BaseSW

❍ C. 10GBaseT

❍ D. 10GBaseLW

16. Which of the following is true of the 802.3ab standard?

❍ A. Specifies 1-gigabit transfer over Category 5 cable

❍ B. Specifies 100-megabit transfer over Category 5 cable

❍ C. Specifies 1-gigabit transfer over Category 4 cable

❍ D. Specifies 200-megabit transfer over Category 4 cable
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17. You are a network administrator for a large company. Transfer speeds have been too slow, and you
have been asked to recommend a 1000Mbps network solution. The network requires a transfer
distance of 3,500 meters. Which of the following would you recommend?

❍ A. 1000BaseCX

❍ B. 1000BaseLX

❍ C. 1000BaseBX

❍ D. 1000BaseSX

18. Which fiber-optic mode allows the fastest transfer rates?

❍ A. SC

❍ B. ST

❍ C. Single mode

❍ D. Multimode

19. You have been asked to recommend a network solution to a large organization. They are request-
ing a network solution that must allow for 10-gigabit speeds but uses the existing Category 6
infrastructure. Which of the following might you recommend?

❍ A. 802.3ae

❍ B. 10GBaseCX

❍ C. 802.3an

❍ D. 1000BaseLX

20. Baseband sends transmissions in which of the following forms?

❍ A. Digital

❍ B. Analog

❍ C. Digital and analog

❍ D. RF

Answers to Exam Questions
1. B. The 10GBaseER standard specifies a maximum transmission distance of 40,000 meters. The

10GBaseSR standard specifies a maximum transmission distance of 300 meters, whereas
10GBaseLR specifies a maximum transmission distance of 10,000 meters. 10GBaseXR is not a
recognized 10 Gigabit Ethernet standard. For more information, see the section “10 Gigabit
Ethernet,” in this chapter.

Chapter 6: Ethernet Networking Standards
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2. A. CSMA/CD is described as a contention-based media access method because devices contend
for access. All the other answers are incorrect. For more information, see the section
“Characteristics Specified in the IEEE 802 Standards” in this chapter.

3. B. The IEEE 802.3 standard defines the ethernet networking system, which uses CSMA/CD as its
media access method. 802.2 defines specifications for the LLC sublayer of the 802 standard
series. 802.4 defines the use of a token-passing system on a linear bus topology. 802.5 defines
token ring networking. For more information, see the section “Introduction” in this chapter.

4. D. 100BaseFX has the potential to transmit distances that exceed 600 meters. However, to reach
distances of 600 meters, you’d need to use single-mode fiber. Of the other standards, 100BaseT
can reach only 550 meters when using Category 5e or Category 6 cabling. For more information,
see the section “Fast Ethernet” in this chapter.

5. C. The 10GBaseT standard specifies 10-gigabit speeds over twisted-pair cable. It is possible for
networks using Category 6 cable to upgrade to these speeds; however, the transmission range is
limited to 55 meters with Category 6 cable. Transmission range is limited to 100 meters with
Category 6a cable. For more information, see the section “10GBaseT” in this chapter.

6. B. The 10GBaseER standard provides 10GBps transmission speeds over distances up to 10,000
meters. It is a currently ratified IEEE 802.3 standard. 100BaseFX runs at only 100Mbps, which
makes it the slowest of the technologies listed in the answer. 10GBaseSR can be used only over
distances up to 330 meters. 10GBaseWR is not a recognized 10Gbps standard. For more informa-
tion, see the section “10GBaseER/EW” in this chapter.

7. A. 10GBaseSR/SW is designed for LAN or MAN implementations, with a maximum distance of 300
meters using 50 micron multimode fiber cabling. 10BaseSR can also be implemented with 62.5
micron multimode fiber cabling but is limited to 33 meters. For more information, see the section
“10GBaseSR/SW” in this chapter.

8. D. Many sub-standards fall under the 802.3 ethernet banner. One is the 802.3an standard for
10GBaseT networking. The 10GBaseT standard calls for 10-gigabit networking over Category 6 or
6a twisted-pair cable. For more information, see the section “10GBaseT” in this chapter.

9. D. 100BaseT4 is a Fast Ethernet standard that can use existing Category 3 cable and have trans-
mission speeds of up to 100Mbps. 100BaseVG-AnyLAN can also use Category 3 cable, but it uses
a demand priority access method. 100BaseTX requires Category 5 cable, and 100BaseFX uses
fiber-optic cable. For more information, see the section “100BaseT4” in this chapter.

10. B, C, D. Fast Ethernet standards are specified in the IEEE 802.3u standard. Three standards are
defined by 802.3u: 100BaseTX, 100BaseT4, and 100BaseFX. Of the three, the FX standard uses
fiber-optic cable. For more information on the 802.3u standards, see the section “Fast Ethernet” in
this chapter.

11. A, B, D. Three standards are associated with 802.3z: 1000BaseLX, 1000BaseSX, and 1000BaseCX.
1000BaseBX is not a valid standard. For more information, see the section “1000BaseX” in this
chapter.
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12. D. The 10GBaseLW standard is designed to be used over long-wavelength single-mode fiber, giv-
ing it a potential transmission range of anywhere from 2 meters to 10 kilometers. This transmis-
sion range makes the standard available for LAN, MAN, and WAN deployments. For more informa-
tion, see the section “10GBaseLR/LW” in this chapter.

13. B. The 1000BaseT standard uses copper cable and specifies a segment maximum of 100 meters.
For more information, see the section “1000BaseT” in this chapter.

14. D. 100BaseFX is a Fast Ethernet standard implemented on fiber-optic cabling. It is more expensive
and more difficult to install than 100BaseTX, which uses twisted-pair cabling. Both standards have
a maximum speed of 100Mbps; however, 100BaseFX can be used over greater distance than
100BaseTX. For more information, see the section “Fast Ethernet” in this chapter.

15. A, C. High-speed standards specify twisted-pair cable for transfer. The drawback is shorter trans-
mission range. The 1000BaseCX standard calls for STP copper and is limited to 25 meters. The
10GBaseT standard calls for Category 6/6a cable and is limited to 55 and 100 meters, respectively.
For more information, see the sections “1000BaseX” and “10GBaseT” in this chapter.

16. A. The 802.3ab standard specifies Gigabit Ethernet over Category 5 UTP cable. The standard
allows for full-duplex transmission using the four pairs of twisted cable. To reach speeds of
1000Mbps over copper, a data transmission speed of 250Mbps is achieved over each pair of twist-
ed-pair cable. For more information, see the section “1000BaseT” in this chapter.

17. B. 1000BaseLX can transmit up to 5,000 meters, using single-mode fiber. The other standards list-
ed operate over much shorter distances. For more information, see the section “1000BaseX” in
this chapter.

18. C. Single-mode fiber allows faster transfer rate than multimode fiber and supports longer data
transmissions. SC and ST are types of fiber connectors, not types of cable. For more information,
see Table 6.6 in this chapter.

19. C. The 802.3an standard specifies 10-gigabit transfer speeds over copper cable. 10GBaseT offers
these speeds over both Category 6 and 6a cable. For more information, see the section
“10GBaseT” in this chapter.

20. A. Baseband transmissions use digital signaling. Analog signaling is associated with broadband.
For more information, see the section “Baseband” in this chapter.
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network addresses, 194
node addresses, 194
private address ranges, 206
subnet mask assignments, 196-197

addressing, network layer (OSI model), 357-358

administration, client/server networks, 16

ADSL (asymmetric DSL), 329

advantages of VPNs, 19

agents, SNMP, 169

aging (passwords), 627

AH (Authentication Header), 608

all switch, 505

answers to practice exam, 760-768

antennas, wireless networks, 265
coverage, 266-267
ratings, 266

anycast addresses, 210

APIPA (Automatic Private IP), 199-200

APNIC (Asia Pacific Network Information Centre),
206

AppleTalk, 149

application gateway firewalls, 595

application layer (OSI model), 361

application logs, 552

application protocols, 148

application sharing, 7

application-level firewalls, 596

applications, new, 439

applying service packs, 659-660

APs (access points), 31
beacon frames, 278
configuration screen, 279-280
coverage issues, troubleshooting, 282-284
rogue APs, 655
troubleshooting, 451

archive bits, clearing, 402

ARIN (American Registry for Internet Numbers),
206

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), 159-160
cache, 488-489
switches, 489

arp ping command, 490-491

arrays, 394
RAID 0, 386
RAID 1, 388
RAID 5, 390-391

ascii command, 154

assigning IP addresses
APIPA, 199-200
BOOTP, 199
dynamic addresses, 170-172, 199
static addresses, 198

802.11 IEEE standards
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association, 276

asymmetric DSL, 329

asymmetric key encryption, 636

AT commands, 115, 328

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), 319-320

attacks
DDoS, 652-653
DoS, 652-653

attenuation (media), 54-55, 107, 448

auditing, 632

authentication, 276. See also remote
authentication

biometrics, 630
Kerberos, 637-638
multifactor, 629-631
open, 277
passwords,

policies, 627
strength of, 628

shared key, 277
shared secrets, 629
tokens, 629
two-factor, 629-631
on WLANs, 286

authentication protocols
RADIUS, 633-634
TACACS+, 635

authorization, 286, 631-632

B
backbone cabling, 74

backbone media, 315

backbones, 25

backoff, 236

backups, 399
best practices, 404-405
cartridges, 405
client/server networks, 15
comparison of methods, 402
data, 8

differential, 401-402
full, 400, 418-419
incremental, 401
logs, 405
peer-to-peer networks, 13
rotating offsite, 405
rotation schedules, 403
testing, 404

bandwidth, 53, 546

bandwidth shapers, 129, 133

baseband signaling, 239-240

baselines, 537-538, 451

Basic Rate Interface. See BRI

baud rate, 117

beacon management frames, 278

BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), 215

binary command, 154

biometrics, 587-588, 630

blackouts, 396

blocked state, 110

blocking port numbers, 599-601

BNC connectors, 62

BOOTP, 199

bound media, 57

BPDUs, 109

BRI (Basic Rate Interface), 321-322

bridges, 107, 111, 132
80/20 rule, 108
data-link layer (OSI model), 363
STP, 109-110
troubleshooting, 451

broadband Internet access, 330, 335

broadband signaling, 239-240

broadcast addresses, 198, 201

broadcast storms, 457

broadcasting, 99

broadcasts, DHCPDISCOVER, 172

brouters, 113

brownouts, 396
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BSS (basic service set), 32

bus topologies, LANs, 25-26

buffering (flow control), 359

built-in NICs, 122

butt sets, 564

bytes, netstat –e, 494

C
-c switch, 497

cable certifiers, 557-558

cable Internet access, 332-334

cable modems, 332

cables, 57
backbones, 25
basic characteristics, 69
coaxial, 61-62
costs, 84
crossover, 242
distances, 446
EMI-resistant, 53
fiber-optic, 55, 62-63
horizontal, 73
installation, verifying, 80-81
labeling, 560
plenum, 55
risers, 447
segments, 57
standards, 62
RS-232 standard, 66
selecting, 60
testing, 447
trunks, 25
twisted-pair, 57

STP (shielded), 57-58
UTP (unshielded), 57-58, 243

types, 446
vertical, 74

caching, 130, 414-415
ARP, 488-489

call waiting, troubleshooting, 326

CANs (campus area networks), 10

CAs (certificate authorities), 642

categories of twisted-pair cable, 58-59

Category 1 cable, 58

Category 2 cable, 58

Category 3 cable, 59

Category 5 cable, 59

Category 5e cable, 59

Category 6 cable, 59

Category 6a cable, 59

Category cable, 59

cd command, 154

centralized computing, 16

certificates, 640
CAs, 642

private, 642
public, 642

certificate stores, 641
trusts, 641-642

certifiers, 557

change switch, 510

changes, troubleshooting, 438
networks, 438
servers, 438-439
workstation, 439-440

channels, wireless, 271-272, 277

CHAP (Challenge Handshake Authentication
Protocol), 646

chromatic dispersion, 55

CIDR (Classless Interdomain Routing), 201

ciphertext messages, 636

circuit switching, 311, 357
ISDN, 320

BRI, 321
PRI, 322

T-carrier lines, 316
T-1 lines, 316
T3 lines, 317

BSS (basic service set)
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circuit-level firewalls, 595

class=X switch, 505

classes of IP addresses, 196

Classless Interdomain Routing. See CIDR

client/server networks, 11-13
advantages, 15
clients, 15
disadvantages, 15-16
servers, 14-15

clients
client/server networks, 15
VPNs, 18, 604

clusters (server), 398

CNAME (Canonical Name) resource record, 506

coaxial cable, 61-62

cold sites, 407-408

cold spares, 405

cold swapping, 406-407

collisions, managing, 449-450

combination networks, 16

combo cards, 118

commands
arp ping, 490-491
dig, 507-508
FTP, 154-155
host, 509
HOSTS file, 163
ipconfig, 500-502
mtr, 487
netstat, 491-497
ping. See ping utility
tracert, 482-487

communities, SNMP, 170

comparing
BRI and PRI, 322
malware, types of, 652
switching methods, 312

complexity of passwords, 627

computers
error messages, troubleshooting, 434-435
policies, 435

concentrators, 605

configuration documentation, 540

connection speeds, troubleshooting, 101, 326-327

connection-oriented protocols, 359

connectionless protocols, 359

connections, VPNs, 19, 604

connectors, 64
F-Type, 65-66
fiber, 67
IDCs, 76
IEEE1394, 68
RJ, 64, 243
USB, 68

content switches, 125-126, 133

contention media, 237

controlled ports (802.1X), 289

convergence, 214

copper cable, 57

costs
cables, 84
client/server networks, 15
peer-to-peer networks, 12

coverage issues, troubleshooting APs, 282-284

crackers, compared to hackers, 582

cross connect, 73

crossover cable, 70, 242

crosstalk, 53, 448

cryptography, 635-636

CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance), IEEE standards, 237-238

CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection), IEEE standards, 100, 
236-237

CSU/DSU, 131-133

cut-through switching, 101
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D
-d inet addr switch, 489

DAC (Discretionary Access Control), 644

data availability. See disaster recovery

data backups, 8
client/server networks, 15
peer-to-peer networks, 13

data files, 360

data rate versus throughput, 268-270, 274

data sharing, 7

data-link layer (OSI model), 355-356, 362
bridges, 363
NICs, 364
switches, 363
WAPs, 364

datagram packet switching, 310

DCE (data circuit-terminating equipment), 316

DDNS (Dynamic DNS), 164

DDoS attacks, 652-653

decapsulation, 353-354

decentralized networking, 11

decryption, 361

dedicated DSL links, 330

dedicated hardware routers, 113

dedicated local bandwidth, 335

default gateways, 201-202

defaults, wireless devices, 277

delete switch, 510

demarcation point, 79-80

DES (Data Encryption Standard), 608

Destination Host Unreachable message, 479

detecting zombie agents, 653

devices
APs, troubleshooting, 451
bridges

data-link layer (OSI model), 363
troubleshooting, 451

collisions, managing, 449-450

hubs
physical layer (OSI model), 362-363
troubleshooting, 450

NICs, data-link layer (OSI model), 364
nodes, equal access, 237
routers

network layer (OSI model), 363
troubleshooting, 451

switches
data-link layer (OSI model), 363
troubleshooting, 450

WAPs, 364
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), 

170-171
platforms, 172
process, 172-173
servers, 124, 133, 172-173

DHCPACK packet, 172

DHCPDISCOVER broadcasts, 172

DHCPOFFER packet, 172

DHCPREQUEST packet, 172

diagnostic utilities, 511
arp ping command, 490-491
ipconfig command, 501-502
mtr command, 487
netstat command, 495-497
ping command, 482. See also ping utility
traceroute command, 487
tracert command, 484-487

diagrams
logical network diagrams, 535-536
physical network diagrams, 534-535
wiring schematics, 530-534

dial-up technologies
ISDN, 320-321

BRI, 321
PRI, 322

POTS, 324-328
dialog boxes, IP Properties, 453

differential backups, 401-402

-d inet addr switch
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dig command, 507-508

dip switches, 121

directional antenna signal, 267

disabled state, 110

disadvantages of VPNs, 19

disaster recovery, 380, 399
backup methods, 399-400

best practices, 404-405
cartridges, 405
comparison of, 402
differential backups, 401-402
full backups, 400, 418-419
incremental backups, 401
logs, 405
offsite storage, 403-404
rotating offsite, 405
rotation schedules, 403
testing, 404

cold spares, 405
hot spares, 405
recovery sites, 407-408

discards, netstat –e, 494

disk duplexing, 387

disk mirroring, 386
advantages, 387
disadvantages, 388
recovering from failed arrays, 388

disk striping, RAID 0, 385

distance-vector routing protocols, 213-216

distributed computing, 16

distribution methods for malware, 648-649

DLCI (data link connection identifier), 316

DMZs (demilitarized zones), 596-597

DNS (Domain Name System), 162-163
entries, 165-166
implementations, 166-167
namespace, 164-165
ping, 479
resource records, 506
reverse lookups, 165

DNS servers, 127-128, 133

documentation, 528-529
baselines, 537-538
configuration documentation, 540
logical network diagrams, 535-536
network procedure documentation, 539-540
physical network diagrams, 534-535
policies, 538-539
regulations, 541
troubleshooting, 444-445
wiring schematics, 530-534

domain=NAME switch, 505

domains, DNS namespace, 165

DoS attacks, 652-653

double-colon, 209

DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), 306, 328
asymmetric, 329
HDSL, 329
ISDN, 329
speeds, 330
symmetric, 329
troubleshooting, 331
VHDSL, 329

DSSS (Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum),
wireless networks, 275

DTE (data terminal equipment), 315

duplexing, 56-57

dynamic IP addresses, 170-172, 199

dynamic routing, 213

E
-e switch, 492

E1 lines, 316-317

EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol), 646

easy-to-guess passwords, 627

eavesdropping, 655

echo, 449

EGPs (Exterior Gateway Protocols), 217

EIA/TIA, 58-59
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EIGRP (Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol), 216

electrical shorts, 449

email
SMTP, 156
usage policies, 539
vetting, 656
Web-based mail, 158

EMI (electromagnetic interference), 53, 448

encapsulation, 353-354

encryption, 361
keys, 286
TKIP, 288
WEP, 287-288
WPA, 288

enforcing password history, 627

entries, DNS, 165-166

equal access (nodes), 237

equipment, securing, 585

errors
frequency, 435
messages, 435
netstat command, 494

escalating network troubleshooting, 440-441

escalation, identifying need for, 456-457

ESP (Encapsuling Security Payload), 608

ESS (extended service set), 32

Ethernet
100BaseFX, 244
100BaseT4, 244
100BaseTX, 243-244
802.3 IEEE standards, 240

10 Gigabit Ethernet, 247, 251
100BaseFX, 244
100BaseT4, 244
1000BaseX, 245-246

802.11 IEEE standards, 268-275
1000BaseT, 246-247, 251
Gigabit Ethernet, 1000BaseX standards, 

245-246

exit switch, 505

expiration (passwords), 627

Expired TTL message, 482

F
-f switch, 477, 510

F-Type connectors, 65-66

failures, client/server networks, 16

Fast Ethernet standards
100BaseX, 243-245

100BaseFX, 244
100BaseT4, 244
100BaseTX, 243

repeaters, 244
fault detection, 543

fault tolerance, 380-381
faulty power supplies, 397
memory, 399
mesh topologies, 30
NICs, 394-395
power threats, 396-397
processor failures, 399
RAID, 383-384

choosing levels, 392-393
hardware, 393-394
software, 393-394

RAID 0, 384
advantages, 385
disadvantages, 385
disk striping, 385
recovering from failed arrays, 386

RAID 1, 386-387
advantages, 387
disadvantages, 388
recovering from failed arrays, 388

RAID 5, 388-389
advantages, 389
disadvantages, 389-390
recovering from array failures, 390-391

RAID 10, 391-392

EIGRP (Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol)
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server clusters, 398
servers, 397
standby servers, 397-398
UPSs, 395-396

FEXT (far-end cross talk), 448

FHSS (Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum),
wireless networks, 274-275

fiber connectors, 67

fiber-optic cable, 57, 62
chromatic dispersion, 55
optic core, 63

fiber-optic WAN technologies, SONET, 318

file sharing, enabling on Windows ME, 291

files
data, 360
graphic, 360
HOSTS, 163
sound, 360
text, 360
video, 360

firewalls, 123, 133, 591
application gateway, 595
application-level firewalls, 596
circuit-level firewalls, 595
DMZs, 596-597
functions, 593-594
packet-filtering firewalls, 595
stateful, 594
stateless, 594

FireWire connectors, 68

flooding, SYN packets, 152

flow control, transport layer (OSI model), 359-360

foreign addresses, netstat –a command, 495

forwarding state, 110

fox and hound, 560

fractional subnetting, 203

fractional T, 318

FRAD (Frame Relay Access Device), 314

Fraggle attacks, 653

fragment-free switching, 101

Frame Relay, 314-316, 319-320

frames, beacon management, 278

FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 153, 647
commands, 154-155
OSI model, 154

full backups, 400, 418-419

full-duplex transmission, 56, 100-101

G
get command, 154

GFS (Grandfather-Father-Son), 403

Gigabit Ethernet standards
10GbE, 251

10GBaseER/EW, 248
10GBaseLR/LW, 247
10GBaseSR/SW, 247
10GBaseT, 248-249

1000BaseX, 245-246
global unicast addresses, 210

graphic files, 360

H
hackers compared to crackers, 582

half-duplex transmission, 56, 100

hardware
change management, 439
sharing, 7

hardware RAID, 393-394

hardware room, security best practices, 588-589

Hayes AT command set, 115

HDSL (High bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line), 329

Hertz, 58

hierarchical star topologies, 27

history (passwords), 627

history logs, 553-554

hold-down timers, 214

home networks, peer-to-peer networks, 11

hops, 213
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horizontal cross connect, 73

host command, 509

HOSTS file, 163

hot sites, 407-408

hot spares, 405-406

hot swapping, 406

hotfixes, 661

hotspots, 338

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 157, 647

HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure), 157,
647

hubs, 96, 99, 132
indicator lights, 105
physical layer (OSI model), 362-363
ports, 104-105
troubleshooting, 450

hybrid switches, 105

hybrid topologies, star-bus, 36

I
-i TTL switch, 477

IBM-type cable, 58

ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), 159,
475, 490

IDCs (insulation displacement connectors), 76

identifying IPv6 addresses, 208-210

IDF (Intermediate Distribution Frame), 78

IDSL (ISDN DSL), 329

IDSs (Intrusion Detection Systems), 126, 597

IEEE 802.3 standards, 240
10 Gigabit Ethernet, 247, 251
100BaseFX, 244
100BaseT4, 244
1000BaseX, 245-246

IEEE 802.11 standards, 268-275

ifconfig utility, 499, 502

IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol), 162

IGPs (Interior Gateway Protocols), 217

incremental backups, 401

independent routing, 308

indicator lights, 105, 120

inet addr switch, 489

infrastructure wireless topologies, 31, 278

infrastructures, troubleshooting, 450-451

installations
peer-to-peer networks, 13
TCP/IP, testing, 479

installing
media, 55
NICs, 121-122

interference,
cable resistant to, 53
crosstalk, 53
troubleshooting in wireless networks, 281-282
wireless networks, 282

internal modems, 115

Internet as networks, 7

Internet access
broadband, 330, 335
cable, 332-334
POTS, 324

call waiting, troubleshooting, 326
troubleshooting, 325-328

satellite access, 335-337
wireless, 337, 339
xDSL, 328, 331

Internet usage policies, 538

internetworks, 8

interval switch, 492

IP (Internet Protocol), 151, 356

IP addressing, 194
assigning addresses, 198

APIPA, 199-200
BOOTP, 199
dynamic addresses, 170-172, 199
static addresses, 198

broadcast addresses, 201
CIDR, 201
classes, 196

horizontal cross connect



layers (OSI model) 
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IPv4, 195
network addresses, 194
node addresses, 194
packet-filtering firewalls, 595
private address ranges, 206
subnet mask assignments, 196-197

IP Properties dialog box, 453

IP subnetting, 203-205

ipconfig command, 499-502, 513

IPsec, 607
AH, 608
ESP, 608
transmission modes, 609

IPSs (Intrusion Prevention Systems), 597

IPv4, 195

IPv6, 208
address types, 210
addresses, identifying, 208-210
reserved addresses, 211

IPX (Internetwork Packet Exchange), 356

IPX/SPX (Internetwork Packet Exchange/Sequence
Packet Exchange), 149

IrDA (Infrared Data Association), 10

IS-IS (Intermediate System-to-Intermediate
System), 216

ISDN, 320
BRI, 321-322
DSL, 329
leased lines, 322
PRI, 322
RADSL, 329

ISO (International Organization for
Standardization), 352

ISPs (Internet Service Providers), 126, 324
demarcation point, 79-80
POTS, troubleshooting, 325

connection speeds, 326-327
modems, 327-328

issue escalation, identifying need for, 456-457

J-K-L
J-1 lines, 316

jumpers, 121

Kerberos, 637-638

keys, 286, 288

-l size switch, 477

L2TP (Layer Two Tunneling Protocol), 606-607

labeling cables, 560

LAN-to-LAN internetworking, 18

LANs (local area networks), 8-9
topologies, 24

bus, 25-26
logical, 24
mesh, 30-31
physical, 24
ring, 28-29
star, 26-28
wireless, 31-32

latency-insensitive applications
video applications, 411
VoIP, 410-411

latency, 102

layers (OSI model), 352-353, 370
application, 361
data-link, 355-356, 362

bridges, 363
NICs, 364
switches, 363
WAPs, 364

decapsulation, 353-354
encapsulation, 353-354
logical groups of bits, 354
mnemonics, 353
network, 356

addressing, 357-358
routers, 363
switching methods, 356-357

physical, 355, 363
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presentation, 360-361
session, 360-362
transport, 362

flow control, 359-360
protocols, 358-359

lcd command, 154

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol), 161

learning state, 110

leased lines, ISDN, 322

LEDs (light-emitting diodes), 75

length of secure passwords, 627

link-local addresses, 211

link-state routing protocols, 216

link aggregation, 103

Linux, Telnet, 159

listening state, 110

live updates, 656

load balancing, 127, 133, 413-414

load testing, 550

local addresses, netstat –a command, 495

local security passwords, strength of, 666

lock and key access, 586

log files, 434

logbooks, 445

logging, 551
application logs, 552
history logs, 553-554
security logs, 551-552
system logs, 552

logical groups of bits (OSI model), 354

logical LAN topologies, 24

logical network diagrams, 535-536

logical security, 582-585, 589-591

logical standards, 52

logical topology, 534

logically assigned addresses, 357

longitudinal separator, 59

loopback adapters, 478

loopback cable, 72

ls command, 154

LSAs (link-state advertisements), 216

M
MAC (Mandatory Access Control), 643

MAC (Media Access Control) addresses, 99
packet-filtering firewalls, 595
VLANs, 22

MAC filtering, 598

macro viruses, 648, 651

malware
comparing types of, 652
distribution methods, 648-649
payloads, 649-650
Trojan horses, 651
viruses, 650
worms, 651

man-in-the-middle attacks, 628, 655

managed devices, 106

management systems, SNMP, 168

managing
collisions, 449-450
documentation, 528-529

baselines, 537-538
configuration documentation, 540
logical network diagrams, 535-536
network procedure documentation, 

539-540
physical network diagrams, 534-535
policies, 538-539
regulations, 541
wiring schematics, 530-534

MANs (metropolitan area networks), 8-10

maximum password age, 627

MDF (Main Distribution Frame), 78

MDI (medium dependent interface) ports, 104

MDI-X ports, 104, 333

media
attenuation, 54-55
baseband signaling, 239-240

lcd command
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bound, 57
broadband signaling, 239-240
cables, 57

basic characteristics, 69
coaxial, 61-62
costs, 84
crossover, 242
fiber-optic, 62-63
plenum, 55
twisted-pair, 57-58, 243

connectors, 64
F-Type, 65-66
fiber, 67
IEEE1394, 68
RJ, 64, 243
USB, 68

contention, 237
duplexing, 56-57
IEEE standards, 239
installing, 55
interference (EMI), 53
length, 54
physical, 52
repairing, 55
security, 55
transmission speed, 54
unbound, 57

media converters, 122, 133

media length, 54

media testers, 561-562
multimeters, 563
optical cable tester, 563
OTDRs, 562
TDRs, 562-563

membership, VLANs, 21

memory, fault-tolerance, 399

mesh topologies, 34-36
fault tolerance, 30
LANs, 30-31

message switching, 311, 357

mget command, 154

MHz (megaHertz), 58

MIBs (Management Information Bases, 169-170

microsegmentation, 101

minimum password lengths, 627

MMF (multimode fiber), 64

mnemonics, OSI model layers, 353

modems, 115, 133
AT command set, 327
cable modems, 332
connection speeds, 116-117
troubleshooting over POTS, 327-328

MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching), 313

mput command, 154

MS-CHAP, 645

MS-CHAPv2, 646

mtr command, 487

multicast addresses, 210

multicasting, 162, 198

multifactor authentication, 629-631

multifunction network devices, 133
bandwidth shapers, 129
CSU/DSU, 131
DNS servers, 127-128
proxy servers, 129-131

multilayer switches, 125-126, 133

multimeters, 563

multiplexing, 240, 316

multiprotocol routing, 213

muxing, 316

MX (Mail Exchange) resource record, 506

N
-n count switch, 477

-n if addr switch, 489

-n switch, 492, 497

namespaces, DNS, 164-165

NAT (Network Address Translation), 217-219

nbtstat utility, switches, 497-498
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netstat command, 491-497

network access control
DAC, 644
MAC, 643
RBAC, 644-645

network access security, ACLs, 598-599

network addresses, 194

network administrators, security responsibilities, 584

network cross connects, 73

network devices
bridges, 107, 111

80/20 rule, 108
STP, 109-110

content switches, 125-126
DHCP server, 124
firewalls, 123
gateways, 114-115
hubs, 96, 99

indicator lights, 105
ports, 104-105

IDSs, 126
IPSs, 126
load balancers, 127
managed devices, 106
media converters, 122
modems, 115-117
multilayer switches, 125-126
NICs, 117

built-in, 122
installing, 121-122
LEDs, 120

repeaters, 107
routers, 111-113
summary table, 132-133
switches, 99, 101

indicator lights, 105
PoE, 102
port authentication, 103
port mirroring, 103
ports, 104-105
trunking, 103

network layer (OSI model), 356
addressing, 357-358
routers, 363
switching methods, 356-357

network procedure documentation, 539-540

network protocols, 148

network qualification testers, 564

network services, TCP/IP
BOOTP, 199
DDNS, 164
DHCP, 170, 172
DNS, 162-167
NAT, 217-218
SNMP, 167-170
Zeroconf, 200

network settings, 439

network usage policies, 538

networks, 6-8. See also network devices
application sharing, 7
backups, 8
centralized computing, 16
client/server, 11-13

advantages, 15
clients, 15
disadvantages, 15-16
servers, 14-15

combination, 16
communication, 7
data sharing, 7
decentralized networking, 11
definition, 6-7
distributed computing, 16
hardware sharing, 7
infrastructures, troubleshooting, 450
Internet as, 7
knowledge of, troubleshooting, 433
operating systems, log files, 434
peer-to-peer

advantages, 12-13
disadvantages, 13
home networks, 11
size, 12

netstat command



OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model
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private, 205
address ranges, 206
WANs, 307-308

public, 205-206, 305-307
security

authentication, 627-628
firewalls, 595-596

server-based networking, 13
size of, troubleshooting, 432
Token Ring, token passing, 238
topologies. See topologies
troubleshooting, 434

action plan, creating, 442
changes, 438-440
documentation, 444-445
effects of solutions, identifying, 443-444
implementation of solution, 442
infrastructures, 450
probable cause, 440
symptoms, 434-436
testing results, 442-443

wireless, 262
antennas, 265-267
data rate versus throughput, 268-270, 274
default settings, 277
DSSS, 275
establishing communications between

devices, 276-277
FHSS, 274-275
IEEE standard 802.11, 268-270, 274
security, 289
signals, 281-282
spread spectrum technology, 274
TKIP, 288
troubleshooting, 271-272, 279-280
war driving, 274
WEP, 287-288
WPA, 288

NEXT (near-end cross talk), 448

NICs (network interface cards) , 117, 133, 555
built-in, 122
data-link layer (OSI model), 364

fault tolerance, 394-395
installing, 121-122
LEDs, 120

NMSs (network management systems), 167

node addresses, 194

nodes, equal access, 237

non-overwriting viruses, 651

non-unicast packets, netstat –e command, 494

NS (Name Server) resource record, 506

nslookup utility, 504-506

NTP (Network Time Protocol), 160-161

O
observations, troubleshooting, 436

OCx levels (SONET), 318

omnidirectional antenna signal, 266

one-way satellite systems, 336

open authentication, 277

operating systems
log files, 434
server patches, 661
service packs, 658-660

optic core, 63

optical cable, 57

optical cable testers, 563

option switch, 505

OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model, 352
FTP site, 154
layers, 352-353, 362, 370

application, 361
data-link, 355-356, 362-364
decapsulation, 353-354
encapsulation, 353-354
logical groups of bits, 354
mnemonics, 353
network, 356-358, 362-363
physical, 355, 362-363
presentation, 360-361
session, 360-362
transport, 358-362
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numbering, 355
TCP, 152
UDP, 153

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First), 216

OTDRs (optical time-domain reflectometers), 562

overwriting viruses, 651

ownership policies, 539

P
-p proto switch, 492

-p switch, 510

packet sniffers, 544

packet switching, 308, 357
ATM, 319-320
datagram packet switching, 310
Frame Relay, 314-316
virtual-circuit packet switching, 309
X.25, 313-314

packet-filtering firewalls, 595

packets, 149,172, 354

PANs (Personal Area Network), 10

PAP (Password Authentication Protocol), 646

passive hubs, 97

password attacks, 654

passwords, 627
backups, 405
complexity, 627
enforcing password history, 627
policies, 627
reusing, 627
strength of, 628, 666

patch panels, 75

patches, 439

PCMCIA cards, 119

PCMCIA modems, 115

peer-to-peer networks
advantages, 12-13
disadvantages, 13
home networks, 11
size, 12

performance monitoring, 542-543
baselines, 537-538
load testing, 550
logging, 551

application logs, 552
history logs, 553-554
security logs, 551-552
system logs, 552

packet sniffers, 544
performance testing, 549
port scanners, 546-549
stress testing, 550
throughput testing, 544-546

performance testing, 549

permissions, 439

personal software policies, 539

phishing, 655

physical LAN topologies, 24

physical layer (OSI model), 355, 362-363

physical media, 52

physical network diagrams, 534-535

physical security, 584-585
biometrics, 587-588
hardware room best practices, 588-589
lock and key, 586
PIN access, 586-587
swipe card access, 586-587

PIN access, 586-587

Ping of Death attacks, 654

ping utility, 475-478, 513-514
Destination Host Unreachable message, 479
DNS, 479
Expired TTL message, 482
Request Timed Out message, 480-481
switches, 476-477
Unknown Host message, 481

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), 638-639
certificates, 640

CAs, 642
certificate stores, 641
trusts, 641-642

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First)
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plain-text messages, 636

platforms, DHCP, 172

plenum cables, 55

PoE (Power over Ethernet), 102

point-to-point wireless topologies, 33

poison reverse, 215

polarization, antennas, 267

policies, 538-539, 435

polymorphic viruses, 651

POP/IMAP, (Post Office Protocol/Internet Message
Access Protocol), 158

port numbers, blocking, 599-601

port scanners, 546-549

port-based network access control, 802.1X, 289

port-based VLANs, 21-22

port authentication, 103

port mirroring, 103

ports, 104-105
MDI-X, 333
TCP, 177-180
troubleshooting, 454
UDP, 177-180

POTS (plain old telephone system), 324-325
call waiting, troubleshooting, 326
connection speed, troubleshooting, 326-327
modems, troubleshooting, 327-328

power supplies, fault tolerance, 396-397

PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 602

PPPoE (Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet), 603

PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol), 606-607

practice exam, 743-767
answers, 760-768

presentation layer (OSI model), 360-361

pressures, troubleshooting, 431

preventing routing loops, 215-216

PRI (Primary Rate Interface), 322

print sharing, enabling on Windows ME, 291

print switch, 510

printer settings, 439

priority queuing, 409, 412

private CAs, 642

private keys, 635

private networks, 205
address ranges, 206
WANs, 307-308

probe requests, 278

problem determination, troubleshooting, 431

processors, failures, 399

protecting against malware, 656-657

protocol analyzers, 561

protocols-based VLANs, 21

Proxy ARP, 456

proxy servers, 129-133, 218

PSTN (public switched telephone network), 305

PtMP (point-to-multipoint) wireless topologies, 34

public CAs, 642

public keys, 635

public networks, 205-206
advantages/disadvantages, 307
Internet, 305-306
PSTN, 305

punchdown tool, 76, 557

put command, 154

PVCs (permanent virtual circuits) , 310
in ATM networks, 320
in Frame Relay networks, 314

Q
QoS (quality of service), 409

caching, 414-415
latency-insensitive applications

video applications, 411
VoIP, 410-411

load balancing, 413-414
priority queuing, 409
traffic shaping, 412

qualification testing, 564

querytype=X switch, 505
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R
-r count switch, 477

-r switch, 492, 497

RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User
Service) protocol, 289, 633-634

RADSL (Rate-Adaptive DSL), 329

RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks), 
383-384

choosing levels, 392-393
hardware, 393-394
software, 393-394

RAID 0, 384
advantages, 385
disadvantages, 385
disk striping, 385
recovering from failed arrays, 386

RAID 1, 386
advantages, 387
disadvantages, 388
recovering from failed arrays, 388

RAID 5, 388-389
advantages, 389
disadvantages, 389-390
recovering from array failures, 390-391

RAID 10, 391-392

RAS (Remote Access Service), 601
PPP, 602
PPPoE, 603
SLIP, 602

rate adaptive DSL, 330

RBAC (Role-Based Access Control), 644-645

RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol), 609

receiving devices, protocol functions, 150

registered addresses, 206

regulations, 541

remote access
PPTP, 606-607
RADIUS, 633-634
RDP, 609
TACACS+, 635

VPNs, 17, 603
clients, 18, 604
connections, 19, 604
protocols, 18, 604
servers, 18, 604

remote authentication, 645

remote management, 543

repairing media, 55

repeaters, 107, 132, 244

Request Timed Out message, 480-481

reservations, 171

reserved IPv6 addresses, 211

resident viruses, 650

resolvers, 163

resource records, 506

resources, accessing in peer-to-peer networks, 13

retry=X switch, 505

reusing passwords, 627

reverse lookups, DNS, 165

RG 6 cable, 61

RG 58 /U cable, 61

RG 58 A/U cable, 61

RG 58 C/U cable, 61

RG 59 /U cable, 61

ring topologies, LANs, 28-29

RIP (Routing Information Protocol), 215

risers, 447

RJ connectors, 64, 243

RJ-11 connectors, 64

RJ-45 connectors, 64

roaming, wireless networks, 276

rogue APs, 655

rollback plans, 442

rollover cable, 72

root=NAME switch, 505

routable protocols, 212

route commands, interpreting, 486

route utility, 510

routers, 111-113, 133

-r count switch
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network layer (OSI model), 363
troubleshooting, 451

routing loops, 214-216, 456

routing protocols
distance-vector, 213-216
link-state, 216

RS-232 standard, 66

RSH (Remote Shell), 647

RTCP (Real-Time Transport Control Protocol), 175

RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol), 174

S
-s switch, 492, 497

sags, 396

satellite Internet access, 335-337

scalability, client/server networks, 15

scheduling virus scanning, 656

SCP (Secure Copy Protocol), 647

SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), 319

SDSL (symmetric DSL), 329

Secure Shell (SSH), 155

security, 582
access control, RADIUS, 289
accountability, 632
auditing, 632
authentication

biometrics, 630
Kerberos, 637-638
multifactor authentication, 629-631
on WLANs, 286
passwords, 627-628
tokens, 629
two-factor authentication, 629-631

authorization, 286, 631-632
blocking port numbers, 599-601
broadband Internet access concerns, 335
client/server networks, 15
encryption, 286, 361

firewalls, 591
application gateway, 595
application-level firewalls, 596
circuit-level firewalls, 595
DMZs (demilitarized zones), 596-597
functions, 593-594
packet-filtering firewalls, 595
stateful, 594
stateless, 594

IPsec, 607
AH, 608
ESP, 608
transmission modes, 609

logical, 582-585, 589-591, 666
media, 55
network access security, 598-599
network administrator responsibilities, 584
passwords, backups, 405
peer-to-peer networks, 13
physical, 584-585

biometrics, 587-588
hardware room best practices, 588-589
lock and key, 586
PIN access, 586-587
swipe card access, 586-587

PKI, 638-642
protecting computers from viruses, 656-657
SSH, 155
threats, 583
TLS, 173
VPNs

concentrators, 605
SSL VPNS, 604-605

wireless networks
802.1x, 289
TKIP, 288
WEP, 287-288
WPA, 288

security logs, 551-552

security protocols, 286, 606-607
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segments, 57

selecting cable types, 60

sending devices, protocol functions, 149

server NAME switch, 505

server patches, 661

server-based networking, 13

servers
client/server networks, 14-15
DHCP, 172-173
fault tolerance, 397-398
proxy, NAT, 218
troubleshooting, 431-432, 438-439
VPNs, 18, 604

service packs, 658-660

services, TCP/IP. See TCP/IP

session layer (OSI model), 360-362

settings (wireless networks), troubleshooting, 
279-280

SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol), 155, 647

shared bandwidth, 335

shared key authentication, 277

shared secrets, 629

signal regeneration, 54

signals, wireless networks
antenna coverage, 266-267
antenna ratings, 266
antennas, 265
interference types, 281-282

simplex transmission, 56

SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 174

site-local addresses, 211

size of peer-to-peer networks, 12

slash value, 201

SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), 602

SMF (single-mode fiber), 64

SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), 156

Smurf attacks, 654

snips, 556

SNA (Systems Network Architecture) gateways, 114

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol),
167, 647

agents, 169
communities, 170
components, 167
management systems, 168
MIBs, 169-170

SOA (Start of Authority) resource record, 506

social engineering, 655

software RAID, 393-394

solutions, implementing, 442

SONET, 318

sound file, 360

source-route bridges, 110

spikes, 396

split horizon, 215

spoofing, 655

spread spectrum technology, wireless networks, 274

SPX (Sequence Packet Exchange), 358

spyware, 648

SRTP (Secure RTP), 411

SSH (Secure Shell), 155, 647

SSID (Service Set Identifier), 277

SSL VPNs, 604-605

STA (spanning-tree algorithm), 108

standards (IEEE)
802.11, 275
802.3, 240

10BaseFL, 243
10BaseT, 27, 243
10 Gigabit Ethernet, 247, 251
100BaseFX, 244
100BaseT4, 244
100BaseTX, 243
100BaseX, 243-245
1000BaseX, 245-246

access methods, 236
CSMA/CA, 237-238
CSMA/CD, 236-237
token passing, 238
topologies, 239

segments
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cables, 62
Ethernet, 25
media, 239
speed, 235-236

standby servers, 397-398

star topologies
hierarchical, 27
LANs, 26-28

star-bus topologies, 36

star-wired topologies, 36

stateful firewalls, 594

stateless firewalls, 594

static IP addresses, 198

static routing, 213

stealth viruses, 651

storage, offsite, 403-404

store and forward, 357

store-and-forward switching, 101, 312

STP (shielded twisted-pair) cable, 57-58

STP (Spanning Tree Protocol), 108-110

straight-through cable, 70

stress testing, 550

strippers, 556

strong passwords, 628

subnet masks, assigning, 196-197

subnets, 357

subnetting, 203-205

surges, 396

SVCs (switched virtual circuits), 310, 320

swipe card access, 586-587

switches, 99, 101, 132
ARP, 489
hybrid, 105
indicator lights, 105
ipconfig utility, 500-501
nbtstat utility, 497-498
netstat utility, 492-493
nslookup utility, 505-506
ping utility, 476-477
PoE, 102

port authentication, 103
port mirroring, 103
ports, 104-105
route utility, 510
troubleshooting, 450
trunking, 103

switching loops, 456

switching methods, 356-357
circuit switching, 311, 316-317, 357
comparing, 312
message switching, 311, 357
packet switching, 308, 357

ATM, 319-320
datagram packet switching, 310
Frame Relay, 314-316
virtual-circuit packet switching, 309
X.25, 313-314

symmetric DSL, 329

symmetric key encryption, 636

SYN flooding, 152, 654

system logs, 552

T
-t switch, 477

T-carrier lines
T1, 316-317
T3, 317

TACACS+, 635

tapes
cleaning tips, 400
write protection, 405

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), 153, 358, 410
OCI model, 152
ports, 177-180

TCP/IP, 150, 175-176, 192
ARP, 159-160
DHCP, 171

platforms, 172
process, 173
servers, 172-173
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FTP, 153
commands, 154-155
OSI model, 154

history, 150-151
HTTP, 157
HTTPS, 157
ICMP, 159
IGMP, 162
installation, testing, 479
IP, 151
IP addressing

broadcast addresses, 201
CIDR, 201
classes, 196
IPv4, 195
network addresses, 194
node addresses, 194
private address ranges, 206
subnet mask assignments, 196-197

LDAP, 161
network services

BOOTP, 199
DDNS, 164
DHCP, 170-172
DNS, 162-167
NAT, 217-218
SNMP, 167-170
Zeroconf, 200

NNTP, 161
NTP, 160-161
POP/IMAP, 158
SCP, 161
SFTP, 155
SMTP, 156
suite of protocols, 151
TCP, 152-153, 177-180
Telnet, 158-159
TFTP, 156
troubleshooting, 452
UDP, 153, 157, 177-180

TCP/IP filtering, 599

TDM (Time-Division Multiplexing), 240

TDRs (time-domain reflectometers), 562-563

technical escalation, identifying need for, 456-457

technical escalation procedures, 440-441

Telnet, 158-159, 647

temperature monitors, 558-560

termination, 80-81

testing
backups, 404
results of troubleshooting, 442-443
TCP/IP installations, 479

text files, 360

TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), 156

thick coax, 61

thin client computing, 609

thin coax, 61

throughput
testing, 544-546
versus bandwidth, 546
versus data rate, 268-270, 274

TIA/EIA 568A standard, 70

TIA/EIA 568B standard, 70

TIA/EIA RS-232 standard, 66

ticks, 214

time issues, troubleshooting, 431-432

timeout=X switch, 505

TKIP (temporal key integrity protocol), 288

TLS (Transport Layer Protocol), 173

TLS Handshake Protocol, 174

TLS Record Protocol, 174

Token Ring networks, token passing, 238

tokens, 629

tone generators, 560

toner probes, 560

tools, 474
ARP, 488

cache, 488-489
switches, 489

TCP/IP
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butt sets, 564
cable certifiers, 557-558
dig command, 507-508
host command, 509
ipconfig utility, 499-502, 513
media testers, 561

OTDRs, 562
TDRs, 562-563

netstat utility, 491-493, 497-498
network qualification testers, 564
nslookup utility, 504-506
ping, 475, 478-479, 513-514

Destination Host Unreachable messages, 479
DNS, 479
Expired TTL messages, 482
Request Timed Out messages, 480-481
switches, 476-477
Unknown Host messages, 481

protocol analyzers, 561
punchdown tools, 557
route utility, 510
temperature monitors, 558-560
toner probes, 560
tracert, 482-484
voltage event recorders, 558
wireless detectors, 564
wiring

strippers, 556
tone generators, 560
wire crimpers, 555-556

topologies
IEEE standards, 239
LAN, 24

bus, 25-26
logical, 24
mesh, 30-31
physical, 24
ring, 28-29
star, 26-28
wireless, 31-32, 271-272, 279-280

tracert commands, 482-487

traffic shaping, 412

translational bridges, 110

transmission modes (IPsec), 609

transmission rates, 54

transmission speed (media), 54

transparent bridges, 110

transport layer (OSI model), 362
flow control, 359-360
protocols, 358-359

transport mode (IPsec), 609

transport protocols, 148

trap managers, 168

triggered updates, 214

Trojan horses, 648, 651

troubleshooting, 430-431, 474
ARP, 488-489
cable Internet access, 333-334
connection speeds, 101
considerations

knowledge of network, 433
network size, 432
support, 433
technology, 433
time, 432

diagnostic utilities, 511
arp ping command, 490-491
ipconfig command, 501-502
mtr command, 487
netstat command, 495-497
ping command, 482
traceroute command, 487
tracert command, 484-486

dig command, 507-508
DSL, 331
escalation, identifying need for, 456-457
host command, 509
ifconfig utility, 499, 502
infrastructure, baselines, 450-451
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ipconfig utility, 499-501, 513
media, 55
nbtstat utility, 497-498
netstat utility, 491-493
networks, 433-434

action plan, creating, 442
changes, 438-440
documentation, 444-445
effects of solutions, identifying, 443-444
escalation, 440-441
identifying affected area, 437
implementation of solution, 442
probable cause, 440
symptoms, 434-436
testing results, 442-443

nslookup utility, 504-506
ping utility, 475-479, 513-514

DNS, 479
switches, 476-477

port speeds, 454
POTS Internet access, 325

connection speeds, 326-327
modems, 327-328

route utility, 510
satellite Internet access, 337
servers, 431-432
TCP/IP, 452
tracert utility, 482-484
viruses, 443
VLANs, 455
wireless networks, 279-280

AP coverage issues, 282-284
interference, 281-282
settings, 459
signals, 457-459

wiring, 446-447, 560
workstations, 431-432

trunks, 25, 103

trusts, 641-642

TTL (Time to Live), 482

tunnel mode (IPsec), 609

tunneling, 17, 603

twisted-pair cable
categories of, 58-59
STP, 57-58
UTP, 57-58, 243

two-factor authentication, 629-631

two-way satellite systems, 336

type 66 punchdown blocks, 76

type 110 punchdown blocks, 76

Type A connectors, 68

Type B connectors, 68

U
UART chips, 116

UDP (User Datagram Protocol) , 153, 358, 410
HTTP, 157
OSI model, 153
ports, 177-180

unbound media, 57

uncontrolled ports (802.1X), 289

unicast addresses, 197

unicast IPv6 addresses, 210

unicast packets, 494

unique local addresses, 211

Unix, Telnet, 159

Unknown Host message, 481

unknown protocols, 494

updates, 439

updating operating systems
server patches, 661
service packs, 658-660

uplink port, 104

UPSs (uninterruptible power supplies), 102, 
395-396

USB (Universal Serial Bus) connectors, 68

user account policies, 539

user accounts
changes to, 439
troubleshooting, 435

trunks
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utilities, diagnostic, 511
arp ping, 490-491
ipconfig command, 501-502
mtr, 487
netstat command, 495-497
ping command, 482
tracert command, 484-487

UTP (unshielded twisted-pair), 57-58, 243, 555

V
-v TOS switch, 477

V modem standards, 117

variant viruses, 650

verifying
TCP/IP configuration, 452
wiring installation, 80-81

vertical cabling, 74

vetting email, 656

VHDSL (Very High bit-rate DSL), 329

video applications, 411

video files, 360

virtual circuit packet switching, 309

virtual circuits, 315

viruses, 648, 650
protecting computers from, 656-657
scanning, 656
troubleshooting, 443

visitors, security, 585

VLANs
advantages, 20-21
MAC addresses, 22
membership, 21
port-based, 21-22
protocol-based, 21
troubleshooting, 455

VoIP (Voice over IP), 174, 410-411

voltage event recorders, 558

volumes, 394

VPNs (virtual private networks), 17, 305, 603
advantages of, 19
clients, 18, 604
concentrators, 605
connections, 19, 604
disadvantages of, 19
protocols, 18, 604
servers, 18, 604
SSL VPNs, 604-605

W
-w timeout switch, 477

WANs (wide area networks), 8-9, 304, 323, 342
circuit-switched, 311, 320-321
internetworks, 8
ISDN1

BRI, 321-322
leased lines, 322
PRI, 316-317, 322

message-switched, 311
MPLS, 313
packet-switched, 308

ATM, 319-320
datagram packet switching, 310
Frame Relay, 314-316
virtual-circuit packet switching, 309
X.25, 313-314

private networks, 307-308
public networks

advantages/disadvantages, 307
Internet, 305-306
PSTN, 305

SONET, 318
switching methods, comparing, 312
T-carrier lines, 316-317

WAPs (Wireless Access Points), 364

war driving, 274

warm sites, 407-408

warm swaps, 395, 407
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weak passwords, 628

Web-based mail, 158

WEP (wired equivalent privacy), 287-288

windowing (flow control), 360

Windows ME, 291

WINS (Windows Internet Name Service), 500

wire crimpers, 555-556

wireless channels, 277

wireless detectors, 564

wireless Internet access, 337-339

wireless networks, 262
802.1x access control, 289
802.11, 268, 270, 274
APs

beacon frames, 278
configuration screen, 279-280
coverage issues, troubleshooting, 282-284

authentication, 286
authorization, 286
data rate versus throughput, 268, 270, 274
default settings, 277
Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS),

275
errors, troubleshooting, 271-272, 279-280
establishing communications between devices,

276-277
FHSS, 274-275
roaming, 276
security

802.1x, 289
TKIP, 288
WEP, 287-288
WPA, 288

settings, troubleshooting, 459
signals

antennas, 265-267
interference types, 281-282

troubleshooting, 457-459
spread spectrum technology, 274
topologies

ad-hoc, 32
infrastructure wireless, 31
mesh, 34-36
point-to-point wireless, 33
PtMP, 34

war driving, 274
wiring. See also wiring closets; wiring tools

installation, verifying, 80-81
schematics, 530-534
troubleshooting, 446-447

wiring closets
horizontal cross connect, 73
IDF, 78
MDF, 78
patch panel, 75
network cross connects, 73
vertical cable, 74

wiring tools
strippers, 556
tone generator, 560
wire crimper, 555-556

WISPs (wireless Internet service providers), 337

WLANs (Wireless LANs)
802.1X access control, 289
authentication, 286
authorization, 286
TKIP, 288
WEP, 287-288
WPA, 288

workgroup hubs, 96

workstations
network settings, 439
new software, 440

weak passwords
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printer settings, 439
troubleshooting, 431-432

worms, 648, 651

WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access), 288

write protection, 405
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X.25, 313-314

xDSL, 328, 331

Zeroconf (Zero Configuration), 200

zombies, 653
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